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Hunter Wolf

Hunter Wolf is a player character played by Jack Pine.

Hunter Wolf

Species & Gender: Male Human
Date of Birth: 17日 4月 YE 03
Organization: Independent
Occupation: Entrepeneur

Rank: Ex-general
Current Placement: None

Physical Description

Blood O+, 6'9“ in height, white with slight tan in skin tone, with sapphire blue eyes. Hunter has blonde
hair in a fo hawk, being short on the sides, but slightly longer down the middle, from top to back.
Weighing 85kg in weight, he has a broad, yet toned build.
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Personality

Ambitous, yet focused as well as opinionated in the political realm. Determined and focused, yet still
polite and well mannered with a head for professional dealings.

History

Born in YE 03 after the plague, and to a house hold of 15, and suffice it to say. There were quite a few of
the 15, that newly born Hunter, would never meet. Struck with the loss that followed through out his
younger years, he grew to have a driving will, and even enlisted in the Nepleslian military.

Skills Learned

No skills were listed.

Social Connections

Hunter Wolf is connected to:

High ranking officials, and business heads of various private military contractors.

Inventory & Finance

Hunter Wolf has the following:

Standard issue clothing and equipment

Hunter Wolf currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by Jack Pine on 03, 02 2020 at 11:24 using the Character Template Form.

In the case Jack Pine becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? No
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? Yes
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Character Data
Character Name Hunter Wolf
Character Owner Jack Pine
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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